Dr. Mark Hull to Discuss Justice after Nuremberg

On Tuesday, November 10 at 6:30 p.m., the National Archives at Kansas City will host Dr. Mark Hull for a lecture titled Justice after Nuremberg. A free light reception will precede the lecture at 6:00 p.m.

Dr. Hull focuses on the subsequent Nuremberg Military Tribunals and the twelve cases following the International Military Tribunal; proceedings against defendants with a common criminal thread – high commanders, judges, industrialists, doctors, and others. His talk highlights the Einsatzgruppen case (1947) which was then and remains still the largest murder trial in history, with twenty-four defendants and over a million victims. The importance of the trial extends beyond conviction and punishment, and it is as relevant today as it was seventy years ago.

The program is presented in partnership with the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; Truman Center at the University of Missouri - Kansas City; Truman Presidential Library; and the Midwest Center for Holocaust Education. To make a reservation for this free program call 816-268-8010 or email kansascity.educate@nara.gov. Requests for ADA accommodations must be submitted five business days prior to events.

National Archives at Kansas City New Facility Hours

Beginning November 1, 2015, the National Archives at Kansas City will be open Monday – Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. The decision to change hours was made at the national level following a close examination of usage trends. The result will be to standardize the days that all National Archives field locations are open. This will increase the consistency and efficiency of our public services. No change is being made to research room schedules at Archives I and II in the Washington, D.C. area.
20th Century Civil Rights and Liberties Film Series:
Eyes on the Prize: Awakenings

On Tuesday, December 1 at 6:30 p.m., the National Archives at Kansas City will screen the documentary Eyes on the Prize: Awakenings. Post-film discussion will be led by Dr. Clarence Lang and Professor Madison Lacy of the University of Kansas. A free light reception will precede the lecture at 6:00 p.m.

The first episode of the award winning Eyes on the Prize documentary series produced by the Public Broadcasting Service and highlights the beginning of the U.S. Civil Rights struggle. Included in the first episode is the Emmet Till murder trial; the arrest of Rosa Parks; and the Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott.

This series is presented in partnership with the Greater Kansas City Black History Study Group. To make a reservation for this free film call 816-268-8010 or email kansascity.educate@nara.gov. Requests for ADA accommodations must be submitted five business days prior to events.

Resources for Educators:
Exploring the Impact of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882

Recently the National Archives announced that students and history lovers can now explore the impact of the Chinese Exclusion Act through two new learning tools. The Chinese Exclusion Act – Researching in the National Archives can be downloaded from iBooks or found on iTunes U.

The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 was the first significant law restricting immigration into the United States. Documents and records of individual case files and Certificates of Residence housed in the National Archives detail the individual stories resulting from this and subsequent legislation. The book – available on iPad, iPhone, and Mac – weaves together primary source documents from the Immigration Service, custom houses, ports of entry, and Angel Island Immigration Station. It includes interactive features, questions for topic exploration and reflection, transcriptions for highlighting, and review activities.

“The Chinese Exclusion Act” on iTunes U is a self-paced course designed to take 21 weeks. It incorporates the companion book, articles, videos, and assignments. It challenges students to explore, discover, and research in the digitized records of the National Archives to further understand the impact of the Chinese Exclusion Act and related legislation.

These new learning tools explore stories about Chinese immigrants through primary source document analysis. These stories also reveal how the democratic rights of American-born children of these Chinese immigrants were affected by Chinese Exclusion laws. Analyzing the stories that emerge from these sources provides perspective on U.S. immigration history.

This project was made possible through a collaboration of the National Archives and Apple Distinguished Educators Cheryl Davis and Mia Morrison. Apple Distinguished Educators (ADEs) are part of a global community of education leaders recognized for doing amazing things with Apple technology in and out of the classroom. The collaboration was supported through the ADEs in Residence Program, which places selected ADEs in some of the world’s leading museums, archives, science centers, and cultural organizations to develop innovative teaching and learning resources.

Hidden Treasures from the Stacks
Father Time is Undefeated - Otis Taylor v. Houston Oilers, Inc.

“The athlete is the last one to know” is an adage about the twilight of a professional sports career. The unshakable self belief that carries the athlete to success betrays them when their skills diminish and they can’t comprehend what everyone else can already see: Their time is up. Instead, too many pro athletes play until they are too injured to compete, and there is no team that is willing to sign them.

In the summer of 1976, 33-year-old wide receiver Otis Taylor had an NFL resume that was impressive by any standard. Drafted out of Prairie View A&M in 1965, he was a 3-time All-Pro, a Super Bowl Champion and the owner of every receiving record for the Kansas City Chiefs.

However, there was trouble on the horizon. His production had begun to decline in recent years, and a knee injury had kept him out of all but one game in 1975. The Chiefs had gone 5-9 in 1975 and were looking to rebuild their roster. They found a willing trade partner in the Houston Oilers, who were willing to give a 5th round draft pick for Taylor, if he could pass a physical with the Oilers.

“It was a difficult decision to make because Otis has been a superstar in the NFL and has carried a great impact on the Chiefs in their championship years. We were happy we were able to place Otis with a contending team,” said head coach Paul Wiggin.

At the time of the trade, Taylor said Oilers Head Coach Bum Phillips had promised he would be given every chance to earn a starting spot. When the trade was announced, Taylor said “I don’t plan to play second string to anyone.” He believed he could get two more years out of his battered body before calling it a career in the NFL.

(Continued on next page.)
On July 15, 1976, Taylor reported to the Oilers and passed his physical with Dr. Thomas Cain, the team physician.

However, he began to experience trouble with the surgically repaired knee almost as soon as training camp began. On July 23, 1976, he was sent to see the doctor for knee swelling. By early August, it was giving him more trouble. The team doctor diagnosed him with Synovitis, a degenerative joint disease. The doctor’s opinion was that he had a “worn out, degenerated knee.”

Taylor contended that he had injured his knee during drills on the first day of training camp. He had slipped on a wet field during drills, and that was the cause of his knee ailment.

Phillips sided with the doctor. He believed Taylor’s knee had taken too much abuse over the years and wasn’t strong enough to last in the NFL game anymore. This belief was at least partially based on Phillips purposely designing his practices to limit the physical demands training camp put on a player’s body. Phillips testified: “We have never scrimmaged....you get people hurt in scrimmages. We didn’t have Houston on our schedule, so there was no point in us finding out whether our offense could beat our defense and our defense could beat our offense. You have a long season and you have to keep people well.”

He continued that the Oilers drills weren’t strenuous enough to cause this type of injury. Otis was just another great player at the end of the line. On September 6, 1976, the Oilers released Otis Taylor bringing his NFL career to a close. (Phillips also felt he didn’t have a spot on his roster for a little known rookie wide receiver from Tulsa named Steve.)
Largent. Phillips traded the future Hall of Famer to the expansion Seattle Seahawks for an 8th round draft pick.

Taylor sued for breach of contract on the grounds that the injury occurred during training camp with the Oilers. His passing of the Oilers team physical, performed by their doctor in July 1976 was proof of his knee’s health.

However, under oath Taylor admitted he had suffered multiple injuries to his left knee dating back to high school football in the early 1960s. He had dealt with swelling and fluid buildup in the knee throughout his time with the Chiefs. The buildup of fluid had required the knee to be drained regularly.

The defense introduced medical reports from Taylor’s days with Chiefs, “As usual in every training camp, Otis forms fluid in his knee due to a worn kneecap.” wrote team physician, Dr. Joseph Lichtor. He had been diagnosed with Synovitis by the Chiefs team physicians as early as 1972.

In the end, the judge sided with the Oilers. The medical evidence overwhelmingly demonstrated the long injury history of Taylor’s knee. He suffered through a decade and a half of injury, re-injury, and finally degeneration. His knee's inability to stand up to the rigors of professional football were not because of a training camp fall. It was because his body had finally failed him and would never recover enough for him to play professional football again. Unfortunately for Otis, he was the last one to know it. For more information email kansascity.archives@nara.gov or view the Online Public Access Catalog at [http://www.archives.gov/research/search/](http://www.archives.gov/research/search/).